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while this was all going on, crassus was busy showing us spartacusí history with the help of crassusís former slave, laetia. and the last scene of this episode? well, its another hard-hitting, epic battle scene, and a real promise of whatís to come.
spartacus is, for now, on a ledge halfway up a mountain, with crassusí guards all around him. heís surrounded. and then, crassusí men start chanting prayers to death gods, hoping that theyíll prove more useful to the roman cause than the

spirits of spartacusí fellow fighters. a case of the roman people pulling for spartacus, but for all the wrong reasons. the briton is on the point of being crucified, when spartacus and his men are rushed from below, leading to a huge bloody fight.
and you know how we like spartacus and his man, so we hope for a good outcome, but it seems the gods donít want to help this time. while i absolutely loved the inclusion of two of my favourite minor characters in this series, the one person i
was really hoping to see was spartacus. its been so long since weve seen him, and even longer since weve seen him win, and it was great to see him actually doing what he does best. spartacus is the show thats best at capturing the realism of
the spartacus weve known in the past. he didn't win his last fight, he died. he didn't lead the slaves to victory, he was destroyed. and the way they killed him was much less bloody than crassus promised it would be. it was spectacular, true to
the character and just damn entertaining. however, the battle itself was rather wasted, since spartacus was the least interesting in the entire episode. laeta and heracleo instead spent their time dissing crassus and flogging spartacus, and its
hard to feel for him when he's just another slave. its hard to care when we know he'll soon be dead, and the only emotional payoff we get is a couple of moments where we see he has been transformed into a gladiator. but it's surprising how
effective the writing was in getting us there, especially in framing the scenes with the freedom ride scene. i was initially expecting that, like with gladiator, it would be a comparison scene, but even without that its clear they've changed their

tone and focus entirely.
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beyond that, this episode was uneventful. but given the way gannicus and spartacus are running away, we are going to need something like the battle episode to get us out of this winter lull. thankfully, next time is only a few episodes away. of course, gannicus also
managed to lure crassus off some others legs. the dictator of the roman world starting by humiliating his foot-soldier, one of the few the man had who came remotely close to being his equal, and then lashing out again at the scene of the crime yet, unlike the last time,

this time his political machinations did make sense and fit in with the general arc of this season. it turned out that spartacus couldnít afford to cut himself loose from glaber to help gannicus escape the roman guards, which he was forced to do anyway, because of his belief
that gladiatorial rebellions are not the way to start, at least not in a world where the man who rules rome is a gladiator. and while that sequence of events was one spartacus might have been glad of, the way it played out, his politics made more sense than they ever had

before. the rest of this episode was, in essence, a flashback to spartacusí rebellion. we saw a few more scenes with spartacus, standing shoulder to shoulder with gannicus, that had the effect of stating firmly again that spartacus is no longer living in a reality in which
weíre supposed to care about him. the way we saw him there, there seems to be a sort of rebellion carried on in his mind, because itíd be more natural for him to shoulder a sword than to fight back with pens and paper, but heíll let the passage of time do its work and

hopefully, by then, heíll be ready to return to the family-centric post-gladiatorial world. 5ec8ef588b
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